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A PROJECT
ABOUT POLISH

CURRENCY



You are probably curious how the
Polish Zloty was created.

The zloty was introduced into
circulation on April 29, 1924, as a result
of the monetary reform carried out by

the Minister of Finance, Władysław
Grabski.

How was Polish money
created?



Good Morning I would like to buy a Sonic 
speaker for 250 zlotych.

Good Mornig, alright. Before you will buy them,
I must first check whether the banknot is real.



Why this women check the 
authenicity of money?

Because in Poland fraud is very popular,
when we get home I will show you how to

check money is authenticity.



 How to recognize fake money?

security thread

watermark

Angle Effect

Tekst
akapitu

Optical Change Paint
The Rosette goes from gold to

green as the viewing angle
changes

When you look at the banknote against the light, you
can see the image of the ruler and the digital

designation of the banknote "500"

markings visible
under UV light

Straight-Back
There are elements on

botch sides of the
banknote that

complement each
other under the light

in UV rays you can see a
square with the numerical
markings "500" and "zł"

micro prints
small inscriptions on both

sides of the banknote
Angular effect

depending on the angle of view, on the right side
of the portrait of the ruler you can see a crown or

"500", on the left the word and numerical
designation of the denomination plus the NBP



Collector banknotes are paper money that are produced with collectors in mind.

They are produced on the occasion of important events or commemorate

outstanding figures, authorities and their role in the history of Polish and Poles.

The first Polish collector's banknote was issued by the National Bank of Polish in

2006. 

Collectibles banknotes



WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE
YOUR OWN CURRENCY IN THE
COUNTRY?

 Having your own currency can help you achieve your national
economic goals. It can be useful in responding to crisis situations and

also protects citizens from the problems that may arise from the need
to use foreign currencies



hey! How much money did you take for
shopping today

Hey, I didn't take the money because I don't
need them when I have the card



Why is it good to
always have cash with

you?

Having cash is good when there is no reception in
the store, the seller does not have a terminal, the

phone may not work for us.



Thank You!


